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The Pentax K1000 (originally marked the Asahi Pentax K1000) is an interchangeable lens, 35 mm film,
single-lens reflex (SLR) camera, manufactured by Asahi Optical Co., Ltd. from 1976 to 1997, originally in
Japan.
Pentax K1000 - Wikipedia
The Pentax MX was a 35 mm single-lens reflex camera produced by Asahi Optical Co, later Pentax of Japan
between 1976 and 1985. It was Pentax's flagship professional SLR until the introduction of the Pentax LX.
Pentax MX - Wikipedia
Linkliste zum Auffinden von Reparatur-, Modifikations- und Selbstbau-Ideen rund ums Fotohobby. Auch wenn
man genau das eigenen Problem nicht wiederfindet, gibt es hier oft AnsÃ¤tze dazu, wie andere ein
Ã¤hnliches Problem gelÃ¶st haben.
Markus Keinaths Photohomepage - Selbstbau, Reparatur und
The Pentax K-series are still pretty popular. The K1000 you mentioned is without a doubt the champion of
basic manual focus cameras, but other models in the K-series like the K-X and K-M which have features like
a self-timer and depth of field preview that the K1000 lacks.
Pentax Sv (1964) - mike eckman dot com
Argus | Canon | Chinon | Edixa | Exakta | Kodak | Konica | Mamiya | Minolta | Miranda | Nikon | Olympus |
Pentacon | Pentax | Petri | Praktica | Ricoh | Topcon ...
Camera Museum - 35mm Single Lens Reflex Cameras
Collectible photographic materials, including world's largest assortment of instruction manuals.
Reprinted Repair Literature - www.craigcamera.com
Testimonial # 3327 of 12812 (View all the 12812 testimonials) "Manualzone is great. Manuals are as
advertised and downloads are quick and trouble free."
Service/repair manuals owners/users manuals schematics
My parent's Pentax ME Super from 1982 was my workhorse until it died on me. I got it repaired, only for it to
have another problem a year later.
Amazon.com : Vivitar V3800N 35mm SLR Camera w/ 28-70mm
I knew it was one of the best film SLRs of last generation and it was my dream machine so I never hesitated
to get one for 340$. Item was rated "Used-good", but could actually fit to "Used-very good".
Minolta Konica - Minolta Maxxum 9 35mm Autofocus SLR
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What is it? This is a Nikon S2, a 35mm rangefinder made by Nippon Kogaku of Tokyo, Japan. The S2 was a
significant upgrade to the original Nikon S rangefinder from 1948 and was made between the years 1955 and
1957 when it was replaced by the Nikon SP.
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